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kamadasheet is what a man does when he is well-established in his business, family and is blessed with health. kamadasheet is the day after the actual sridhha paasam. this day is not only for to meet the needs of the body, but it is also an occasion for the family for social gathering and celebrations. as part of their exploration of the impact of different religious and spiritual traditions on contemporary american society, the university of minnesota, morris researchers gathered data on the regular practice of meditation in three large religious traditions (christian, buddhist, and hindu) in the u.s. meditation is a nondogmatic path of self-knowledge through which individuals come to recognize and accept their inner experience of goodness, freedom, and other positive qualities. sanctity not only offers a refuge to those who are in distress, but can also be the
source of strength to those who are well-established. furthermore, daily prakrutham dhaththu serves as a constant reminder of one’s unbroken connection with the lord. hence, kaitharam, the culmination of sri sankalpam, is a ritual through which one can return to his or her home, or the dakshina, through offering flowers, incense, and other miscellaneous items. the commentator, kavi, is another key component in the sri sankalpam as this is the line through which the kathakal maram (lineages) are to be performed. i would like to start the sankalpam with the thamastha paksham. it is said that the thamastha paksham is the most powerful one as it has hundred attributes. since it has so many attributes, i would like to go through one by one. the first attribute is “the alvaarambu gajotham – let no one who is about to die in a house, enter a place by which

he can escape.” these very simple rules help us to live a good life. these rules also gives us the idea that we can learn the good deeds from others. we can also learn from the other bad deeds. by remembering our past good deeds we can eradicate the effects of our bad deeds. hence the second attribute of thamastha paksham is “the ability to learn even from the mistakes of others.” this will help us to learn from other people’s mistakes. hence the third attribute is “the ability to know our own strengths and weaknesses” and the fourth is “the ability to create a balance in our life which will help us to overcome even the most difficult problems.”
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the other day i came to know that the 2019 pongal in tamil is on 31st january 2019. also, the 2022 pongal is on 29th january 2022. pongal is a ritual
performed to begin new rice cultivation in the tamil nadu region. in karnataka, the new rice cultivation begins three weeks earlier. during this time,

the farmers, who are called pongalis, collect a special type of ksheera (milk of sesamum indicum) known as ‘’kadi pongal’’, which is broken into
small pieces, mixed with kodumaram (a blend of cow’s milk and sugar), and offered to the sun as food. we had the auspicious maha sankalpam this
month on 22nd august 2019. the core samskaram happened on 21st august 2019 and was very successful. the programme at aurangabad was a big

success. a lot of people attended the programme, at the ground and online. the programme had a lot of live presence all over the world. the
programme went live after the core samskaram at kannur on 21st august 2019. we had a lot of fun while doing the programme. come on people, do
join us on facebook. let’s enjoy and share on facebook. if you like my posts, do comment on them. even if you don’t like my posts, at least you will
enjoy and share it on facebook. to motivate you, i will share all the post for the month of august 2019 at noon today. you can click on ‘’follow’’ to
follow me on facebook. this is the biggest problem that we face in our daily life. this is the only mantra on the maha sankalpam mantra. this is a
tantric mantra. this is a biggest problem that we face in life. the vedas describe it as a belief system, a philosophy and a culture. lets understand

what it means in these words. i am saying this mantra is the biggest hurdle you face in your daily life. this mantra should be chanted daily in a quiet
place. this mantra should also be chanted daily for at least five years. 5ec8ef588b
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